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Abstract

Assimilating infrared brightness temperature (BT) from the water vapor sensitive channels of the GOES-16 Advanced Baseline Imager (ABI) has been shown by past studies to improve the analysis and prediction of severe weather events. These studies are limited to using a single microphysics scheme. Microphysics schemes are expected to affect bow echo dynamics and BT. Therefore, this study aims to investigate how assimilating GOES-16 ABI infrared BT with different microphysics schemes affects the analysis and prediction of the 3 May 2020 bow echo case. The Gridpoint Statistical Interpolation based Ensemble Kalman Filter (GSI-EnKF) system and Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model are utilized to conduct data assimilation (DA) experiments using Thompson, WDM6, NSSL, and Morrison microphysics schemes.

Correlation structures between BT and model state variables indicate that assimilating infrared BT can adjust bowing MCS dynamics via latent cooling and the rear inflow jet. Such corrections during DA cycling enhance the rear inflow jet and bow echo size, primarily for microphysics schemes featuring faster hydrometeor fall velocity and stronger latent cooling. The improved analyses lead to better forecasts of the bow echo’s shape, size, timing of the bowing process, and wind speeds. Substituting a larger microphysics-dependent effective radius for a constant default value increases prior BT, the magnitude of BT innovations, and accumulated impact on the rear inflow jet, especially for the WDM6 and Morrison schemes. In the subsequent forecasts, incorporating microphysics-dependent effective radius further improves the experiment using the Morrison scheme but degrades it when using the WDM6 scheme.
Chapter 1

Introduction

The all-sky infrared radiances observed by the water vapor channels aboard geostationary satellites, such as the Advanced Baseline Imager (ABI) of the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite series (e.g., GOES-16), provide high spatial and temporal resolution data on humidity and clouds at storm scales. The data assimilation (DA) of such brightness temperature (BT) observations from the radiance data has improved the analysis and prediction of severe weather events, including extratropical cyclones (Otkin 2012; Jones et al. 2013; Jones et al. 2014), tropical cyclones (Zhang et al. 2016; Minamide and Zhang 2018; Honda et al. 2018a; Honda et al. 2018b; Chan et al. 2020), tornadic supercells (Kerr et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2018; Jones et al. 2020; Chandramouli et al. 2022; Johnson et al. 2022; Zhang et al. 2022), and mesoscale convective systems (MCSs, Cintineo et al. 2016; Jones et al. 2020; Zhu et al. 2023).

The studies mentioned earlier have not specifically investigated the potential influence of microphysics schemes on the assimilation of all-sky infrared BT for severe weather events. Given the various ways that a microphysics scheme influences model hydrometeors and storm dynamics, such investigation may lead to more effective assimilation of all-sky infrared BT. For example, the depiction of latent cooling in the model’s background state vector and background error covariance metric varies based on the chosen microphysics scheme (Adams-Selin et al. 2013b; Wheatley et al. 2014; Feng et al. 2018), which may impact the overall results of DA. The hydrometeor fall velocity, which varies depending on the chosen microphysics scheme, impacts the prior BT by modifying the vertical profiles of hydrometeors (Van Weverberg et al. 2013; Jones
et al. 2018; Feng et al. 2018; Griffin and Otkin 2022), along with the influence of model dynamics (Hamada and Takayabu 2016). The hydrometeor profile serves as one of the input parameters in a radiative transfer model. The particle size, which is specified differently depending on the chosen microphysics scheme, can affect the simulated prior BT as input to a radiative transfer model (Prabhakara et al. 1988; Fu and Liou 1993; McFarquhar and Heymsfield 1998; McFarquhar et al. 2003; Mitchell et al. 2008; Liu et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2020).

Previous studies (Cintineo et al. 2016; Jones et al. 2020; Zhu et al. 2023) have demonstrated that assimilating infrared BT improves cloud structures for MCS events, in particular. However, limited explanations have been provided regarding the impact of assimilating BT on MCS dynamics and subsequent MCS forecasts. One would expect that cloud structures, particularly trailing stratiform regions of a bowing MCS, play a critical role in the formation and development of the rear inflow jet due to vorticity augmentation and latent cooling. Firstly, vorticity augmentation occurs within stratiform clouds between the front-to-rear outflow aloft and the spreading cold pool near surface, which induces the rear inflow jet (Lafore and Moncrieff 1989; Weisman 1992). Secondly, latent cooling resulting from evaporation, sublimation, and melting of hydrometeors within stratiform clouds influences the structure and strength of the rear inflow jet through an enhanced horizontal buoyancy gradient between the leading convection and stratiform clouds (Fovell and Ogura 1988; Szeto and Cho 1994; Adams-Selin et al. 2013a).

This study assimilates GOES-16 ABI all-sky infrared BT to investigate how different microphysics parameterization schemes affect the analysis and prediction of a typical bow echo case. As part of diagnosing the influences of different microphysics schemes, more in-depth diagnostics are provided to assess the impact of assimilating all-sky infrared BT on simulating bow echo dynamics. Section 2 provides a case overview, model and data assimilation
configuration, how to improve the consistency in effective radius, experiment design, and verification methods. The results of the analysis and prediction of the bow echo are presented in Section 3, while Section 4 contains conclusions.
Chapter 2

Methodology

2.1 Case overview

A typical bow echo event that occurred on 3 May 2020 is selected for the analysis and prediction of a bowing MCS. This case was characterized by straight-line wind damage, including 267 wind reports and one EF-1 tornado, and resulted in one fatality and three injuries across Kansas, Missouri, Arkansas, Kentucky, Tennessee, and Alabama, according to the Storm Prediction Center (SPC). The bowing MCS began its convective initiation over Kansas at 0930 UTC and became an organized MCS by 1200 UTC as it moved southeastward (Fig. 1a). Its bowing process started at 1500 UTC as the upright structure of the MCS transitioned to an upshear-tilted structure, expanding a trailing stratiform region behind the leading convection (Figs. 1b,c). Between 1700 and 1900 UTC (Figs. 1d,e), radar reflectivity revealed prominent bow shapes as the rear inflow jet developed within the trailing stratiform clouds. This led to sharp increases in wind reports along the swath of the bow echo, as the rear inflow jet reached down to the surface. The radar reflectivity greater than 50 dBZ and rear inflow notch pattern appeared at the northern part of the leading convection, likely due to the presence of the mesoscale convective vortex (MCV, Fig. 1e), as explained by previous studies (Trapp and Weisman 2003; Atkins et al. 2004; Wheatley et al. 2006; Atkins and Laurent 2009). Between 1900 and 2100 UTC (Figs. 1e,f), the bowing MCS reached its mature stage in size and the number of wind reports before dissipating at 0000 UTC (Fig. 1g). The entire life cycle of the bow echo is consistent with the previous study by Fujita (1978) on the typical evolution of a bow echo.
2.2 Model and data assimilation configuration

To simulate the bowing MCS, this study utilizes version 4.3.1 of the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Advanced Research WRF (ARW) model (Skamarock et al., 2019) model, due to its capability of representing mesoscale and convective phenomena. The configuration used in the current study, as summarized in Table 1, is based on previous studies that analyzed and predicted convective-scale phenomena, such as Gasperoni et al. (2020) and Johnson et al. (2022). The model domain covers the central and eastern continental United States (Fig. 2), with a 3 km grid spacing and 51 vertical layers up to 50 hPa, to resolve convective-scale features adequately. The model physics configuration includes the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for GCMs scheme (RRTMG, Mlawer et al. 1997) for both long-wave and short-wave, the Mellor-Yamada-Nakashi-Niino scheme (MYNN, Nakanishi and Niino 2009) for the planetary boundary layer, the Noah land surface model (Niu et al. 2011), and no cumulus parameterization. The microphysics parameterization schemes used in this study are introduced later in Section 2.4.

The Gridpoint Statistical Interpolation based Ensemble Kalman Filter (GSI-EnKF, Whitaker et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2013; Wang and Lei 2014) is employed to assimilate GOES-16 ABI infrared BT, ground-based radar reflectivity, and conventional observations. The GSI-EnKF system is capable of directly assimilating radar reflectivity with state vectors of vertical velocity and hydrometeor mixing ratios, including ice, snow, graupel, cloud, and rain species (Johnson et al. 2015; Wang and Wang 2017). The GSI-EnKF system has the ability to assimilate ABI all-sky BT and update hydrometeor mixing ratios using version 2.3 of the CRTM (Han et al. 2006), following the same configuration as described in Johnson et al. (2022).

The initial ensemble members are initialized by selecting 20 members from the 0600 UTC 3 May analyses and 20 members from the 0000 UTC 3 May forecasts of the NCEP Global
Ensemble Forecast System (GEFS, Zhou et al. 2017), resulting in a total of 40 ensemble members. Conventional data, such as surface and upper-level observations, are assimilated hourly from 0700 UTC to 1500 UTC during the spin up of convective scale features (Fig. 3). As the MCS of interest develops, Multi-Radar Multi-Sensor (MRMS, Zhang et al. 2016) radar reflectivity mosaics are assimilated on an hourly basis between 1000 UTC and 1300 UTC. Subsequently, radar reflectivity is assimilated every 10 minutes to enhance the structure of the organized MCS between 1310 UTC and 1500 UTC. As part of the experiments, the assimilation of GOES-16 ABI observations includes channel 10 all-sky infrared BT data at a wavelength of 7.3 μm during prominent bowing processes between 1510 UTC and 1800 UTC.

The GOES-16 ABI level 1 radiance observation data are converted into BTs and thinned from their original 2 km resolution to a 6 km resolution, covering the region of interest along the path of the MCS propagation during the assimilation period, as highlighted by the red box in Fig. 2. Outside the region of interest, the BTs are thinned to a 12 km resolution. In a preliminary experiment, regions with observed high clouds but insufficient high clouds in the background ensemble resulted in excessively large water vapor increments, leading to spurious convection. This is avoided in the present study by excluding pixels with high clouds above 300 hPa only in the observation but not in the ensemble mean background.

During the DA cycling, the posterior covariance is inflated using the Relaxation to Prior Spread (RTPS) method (Whitaker and Hamill 2012) with a factor of 0.80 to preserve ensemble spread. Localization and observation error parameters are configured separately for each observation dataset. For covariance localization of the conventional observations, the DA system is configured with a horizontal localization cut-off of 300 km and a vertical localization cut-off of 1.1 units in natural logarithmic pressure, using Gaspari and Cohn's (1999) localization function.
The observation errors employed for the conventional observations are consistent with those utilized in the Rapid Refresh (RAP, Benjamin et al. 2016). The horizontal and vertical localizations of radar reflectivity utilize cut-off distances of 15 km and 1.1 units in natural logarithmic pressure, respectively, following Johnson et al. (2015) and Wang and Wang (2017). A radar reflectivity observation error of 5 dBZ is employed, following Dowell and Wicker (2009), Aksoy et al. (2009), and Yussouf et al. (2013). A horizontal localization cut-off of 15 km is adopted for ABI infrared BT observations, following Johnson et al. (2022). The DA system employs a vertical localization cut-off of 3.3 units for BT in natural logarithmic pressure, with similar values to those used in Jones et al. (2018) and Zhu et al. (2023). For BT localization, the heights of ABI BT observations are determined based on the estimated heights of the maximum weighting function. A BT observation error of 3 K is used, based on Minamide and Zhang (2017), Zhang et al. (2018), and Zhu et al. (2023).

2.3 Consistency in effective radius between forward operator and microphysics scheme

The GSI system currently utilizes constant default values for the hydrometeor effective radius, which represents the mean scattered particle size, regardless of the selected microphysics scheme, when simulating prior BT. The assigned effective radius values are as follows: ice (30 μm), snow (600 μm), graupel (600 μm), cloud (10 μm), and rain (300 μm). The utilization of a constant default effective radius in the GSI system results in an inconsistency in particle size between the microphysics schemes and the radiative transfer model employed for the BT observation operator.
One approach to improve consistency in simulating prior BT is to utilize the effective radius calculated based on the microphysics scheme, instead of using a constant default value. This approach has been employed in previous studies on microphysics-radiation interactions in numerical weather prediction models (Baran et al. 2014; Thompson et al. 2016; Bae et al. 2016; Bae et al. 2019). However, this approach for infrared radiance is limited compared to previous studies that improved the consistency for microwave channels by employing identical particle size distributions (Sieron et al. 2017), mass-size relationships (Ren et al. 2023), and particle shapes (Sieron et al. 2018; Moradi et al. 2022). The use of effective radius in CRTM computed as in the microphysics scheme is referred to as a microphysics-dependent effective radius (MP dep. $r_e$).

The microphysics-dependent effective radius can be calculated based on a given particle size distribution $N(r)$, which is assumed within each microphysics scheme. The effective radius ($r_e$) is defined using the third moment divided by the second moment of the particle size distribution (Parol et al. 1991; McFarquhar and Heymsfield 1996), which is expressed as,

$$r_e = \frac{\int r^3 N(r) dr}{\int r^2 N(r) dr}$$

where $r$ is hydrometeor radius. This study utilizes the microphysics-dependent effective radius, which is calculated within the microphysics subroutines in WRF version 4.3.1 (Thompson et al. 2016; Bae et al. 2016).

The impact of microphysics-dependent effective radius on simulating prior BT can be understood by considering the relationship between the effective radius of hydrometeors and their optical thickness. This relationship, as shown in Stephens (1978), can be approximated for a spherical shape as follows,
where $\tau$ represents the optical thickness, $Q_e$ is the extinction efficiency, $L$ denotes the liquid or ice water path, $q_h$ and $r_e$ represent the hydrometeor density and effective radius, respectively. As the optical thickness decreases, transmittance exhibits an exponential increase, making the ABI sensor at the top of the atmosphere more sensitive to radiance emitted from particles at lower heights with higher temperatures in the troposphere. Firstly, increasing the effective radius results in a decrease in optical thickness. Consequently, replacing the default constant value with a larger microphysics-dependent effective radius increases prior BT. Secondly, optical thickness is directly proportional to the ice or liquid water path, which is in turn proportional to the hydrometeor mixing ratio. Hence, if the hydrometeor mixing ratio and corresponding optical thickness are high enough to attenuate radiances mostly, the impact of changes in effective radius on prior BT will be insignificant. Thirdly, optical thickness is inversely proportional to hydrometeor density. As a result, optical thickness and prior BT are more sensitive to the changes in effective radius of ice or cloud particles, which have a higher density compared to snow particles.

2.4 Experiment design

Four microphysics parameterization schemes have been selected for this study: Thompson (Thompson et al. 2008), National Severe Storms Laboratory 2-moment scheme (NSSL, Mansell et al. 2010), WRF Double Moment 6-class scheme (WDM6, Lim and Hong 2010), and Morrison 2-moment scheme (Morrison et al. 2009). The chosen microphysics schemes, classified as partial
or full 2-moment schemes, are preferred for their ability to accurately represent latent cooling in stratiform clouds compared to 1-moment schemes (Morrison et al. 2008; Wheatley et al. 2014).

Table 2 provides a summary of differences in latent cooling and prior BT in the four microphysics schemes. Regarding BT characteristics, the Thompson scheme produces the most realistic BT for prior characteristics compared to satellite observations, primarily due to the slow fall velocity of snowflakes near the cloud top (Van Weverberg et al. 2013; Jones et al. 2018; Feng et al. 2018). In contrast, the NSSL scheme generates lower BT compared to the Thompson scheme, primarily attributed to relatively slower ice and snowfall velocities (Jones et al. 2018; Griffin and Otkin 2022). However, these velocities are adjusted to achieve comparable BT to the Thompson scheme and observations (Jones et al. 2018). Due to its faster ice fall velocity (Van Weverberg et al. 2013) and the use of identical parameterizations for solid hydrometeor species as the WRF Single Moment 6-class scheme (WSM6, Hong and Lim 2006), the WDM6 scheme is expected to generate higher BT compared to the Thompson scheme. The Morrison scheme produces lower BT compared to the Thompson scheme due to the slower ice fall velocity (Van Weverberg et al. 2013; Feng et al. 2018).

Regarding latent cooling, the Thompson scheme has been found to generate strong cooling near the surface (Feng et al. 2018), while the NSSL scheme produces weaker cooling than the Thompson scheme (Wheatley et al. 2014). Conversely, the WDM6 scheme generates even stronger latent cooling compared to the Thompson scheme (Adams-Selin et al. 2013b), while the Morrison scheme produces weaker latent cooling than the Thompson scheme (Feng et al. 2018).

The DA experiments are designed to investigate the impacts of assimilating only infrared BT during the bowing process of the MCS. Table 3 provides a summary of the overall experiment design. In this study, baseline experiments are conducted for each microphysics scheme,
assimilating conventional observations and radar reflectivity while excluding BT assimilation (Fig. 3). Starting at 1200 UTC, separate baseline experiments using different microphysics schemes are performed, initialized from the same 1200 UTC ensemble analyses utilizing the Thompson scheme. In each baseline experiment, a 9-hour deterministic forecast is initiated at 1500 UTC, utilizing the ensemble mean analysis specific to the corresponding experiment. The first objective of the baseline experiments is to evaluate the simulated bowing MCS in experiments with and without BT assimilation within each microphysics scheme. Additionally, the baseline experiment aims to compare the simulated bowing MCS among the baseline experiments using various microphysics schemes.

For each baseline experiment, a corresponding experiment is conducted by assimilating ABI infrared BT, using a constant default effective radius defined for each hydrometeor type in the current GSI system. These experiments, referred to as the ABI constant effective radius experiments (ABI const. $r_e$), are conducted through 10-minute BT assimilation cycles from 1510 UTC to 1800 UTC, followed by deterministic forecasts from 1800 UTC to 0000 UTC. The purpose of these experiments is to explore how different fall velocity assumptions and latent cooling inherent in microphysics schemes affect the analysis increments associated with the dynamics of the bowing MCS. In these experiments, the impact of latent cooling is examined by comparing the Thompson and NSSL schemes, while the impact of hydrometeor fall velocity is explored by comparing the Thompson and NSSL schemes with the WDM6 and Morrison schemes. Section 3.2 elaborates on the results of the analysis, followed by deterministic forecasts discussed in Sections 3.4 and 3.5.

An additional set of experiments, called the ABI microphysics-dependent effective radius experiments (ABI MP dep. $r_e$), is conducted. These experiments follow the same design as the
ABI constant effective radius experiments, but with microphysics-dependent effective radius calculated based on each microphysics scheme. The experiments aim to investigate how variations in effective radius across microphysics schemes could impact the prior BT, BT innovations, and analysis increments related to the dynamics of the bowing MCS. Section 3.3 evaluates the impact of microphysics-dependent effective radius during DA cycling by comparing it with the ABI constant effective radius experiments. The results of deterministic forecasts are also presented in Sections 3.4 and 3.5.

To validate the deterministic forecasts, the reflectivity forecasts are compared to MRMS radar reflectivity using the fractions skill score (FSS, Roberts and Lean 2008) with a 36 km radius of influence. Specifically, the forecasted bow shape and size in the leading convection are evaluated using a reflectivity threshold of 35 dBZ, which indicates convective precipitation (Zipser and Lutz 1994). To further demonstrate the improvement achieved by assimilating BT over their respective baseline experiments, the relative improvement in FSS (Schiemann et al. 2018) is also calculated.
Chapter 3

Results

3.1 Correlation structures of brightness temperature in bowing MCS

In an Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF), correlation structures between BTs and model state variables have been used to reveal the impact of assimilating BT on model state variables for an extratropical cyclone (Jones et al. 2014), tornadic supercells (Kerr et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2022), and an MCS case (Zhu et al. 2023). Here, the correlation structures between BTs and model state variables are used to evaluate how assimilating infrared BT specifically corrects the dynamics of a bowing MCS using the Thompson microphysics scheme. The correlation structures of the BT at the leading convection and trailing stratiform regions are calculated from the 1700 UTC ensemble analyses during periods of prominent bowing process at the leading convection and trailing stratiform regions, separately.

The leading convection exhibits upshear-tilted convective scale updrafts, resulting in ascending front-to-rear outflow aloft along the trailing stratiform region (Fig. 4a). The trailing stratiform region shows low relative humidity and equivalent potential temperature below the height of 5 km, indicating latent cooling and a cold pool. The latent cooling induces negative buoyancy, leading to the descent of the rear inflow jet towards the leading convection.

In the leading convection (Fig. 4b), the BTs negatively correlate with water vapor mixing ratios and potential temperature in the middle and upper troposphere, exhibiting an upshear-tilted structure. These correlation structures indicate moistening and intensifying latent heating when observed BT is lower than prior BT. Over the same region, the positive correlation of horizontal
winds and negative correlations of vertical winds with BTs suggest a corresponding enhancement of front-to-rear outflow and updrafts.

In the trailing stratiform region (Fig. 4c), the BTs negatively correlate with water vapor mixing ratios and potential temperature in the upper troposphere and positively correlate with potential temperature in the lower troposphere. These correlation patterns suggest moistening and intensifying latent heating aloft but latent cooling below. Collocated with the moistening and latent heating aloft, the positive correlations of horizontal winds and negative correlations of vertical winds with BTs in the upper troposphere indicate a corresponding enhancement of ascending front-to-rear outflow. Collocated with the latent cooling below, the positive correlations of vertical winds with the BTs in the lower troposphere indicate a resultant downdraft. Over the same region, the horizontal winds correlate negatively with BTs at 4-5 km heights but positively below 3 km height, suggesting a corresponding reinforcement of the rear inflow jet and cold pool motion, respectively.

The above BT correlation structures are consistent with bowing MCS dynamics in previous studies on the role of vorticity augmentation, which induces rear inflow jet between front-to-rear outflow at mid-levels and cold pool motion at low-levels (Lafore and Moncreiff 1989; Weisman 1992). Specifically, the correlation structures also correspond to the roles of latent cooling in the stratiform region, promoting a cold pool (Lin et al. 1983; Lafore and Moncrieff 1989; Weisman and Rotunno 2005), descending rear inflow jet (Weisman 1992; Pandya and Durran 1996; Pandya et al. 2000; Grim et al. 2009b), and enhancing the speed of the rear inflow jet (Chen and Cotton 1988; Szeto and Cho 1994). In summary, the assimilation of infrared BT can correct bowing MCS dynamics by updating front-to-rear outflow, latent cooling, and the rear inflow jet, even though the infrared BT are mostly sensitive to hydrometeors near the cloud top.
3.2 Impact of microphysics schemes during DA cycling

The differences in BT innovations and corresponding accumulated impacts on bowing MCS dynamics are examined during DA cycling to understand the impact of microphysics schemes on the ABI BT assimilation. During the DA cycling from 1510 to 1800 UTC (Figs. 5a,b), the MCS evolved into a bow echo through prominent bowing processes developing within its expanding trailing stratiform clouds, observed through low BT by GOES-16 ABI.

All experiments using the four microphysics schemes show limited coverage of trailing stratiform clouds within the MCS in the ensemble mean of the first-guess at the first (1510 UTC) ABI cycle (Fig. 5c). Moreover, the simulated prior BTs are higher compared to the observed values. Spurious clouds are generated southeast of the MCS in the first-guess.

Although all experiments demonstrate higher prior BTs over the trailing stratiform region in the first-guess, the experiment using microphysics schemes with fast fall velocity produces much higher prior BTs than observed, leading to more negative BT innovations (Fig. 5d). The WDM6 scheme, assuming the fastest ice fall velocity, generates the highest prior BTs and the largest BT innovations, while the Morrison scheme, assuming the slowest ice fall velocity, produces the lowest prior BTs and the smallest BT innovations. The Thompson and NSSL schemes simulate similar prior BTs and BT innovations likely due to their comparable fall velocity assumptions.

These magnitudes of BT innovations lead to corresponding degrees of accumulated impact on the front-to-rear outflow at 200 hPa (Fig. 5e) and the rear inflow jet at 850 hPa (Fig. 5f) in each experiment. The accumulated impact on analysis during DA cycling is represented by differences between the ABI const. $r_e$ and their respective Baseline experiments at the final ABI cycle. The
impact on the front-to-rear outflow and rear inflow jet are greatest in the WDM6 ABI const. \( r_e \) experiment and smallest in the Morrison ABI const. \( r_e \) experiment, reflecting their respective magnitudes of BT innovations. While the Thompson ABI const. \( r_e \) and NSSL const. \( r_e \) experiments exhibit similar impact on the front-to-rear outflow, the Thompson ABI const. \( r_e \) experiment shows greater impact on the rear inflow jet compared to the NSSL ABI const. \( r_e \) experiment. The experiments with a large magnitude of impact on the rear inflow jet exhibit a wide bow echo in the analyzed reflectivity at the final ABI cycle. As a result, the sizes of the analyzed bow echo follow the order of WDM6, Thompson, NSSL, and Morrison ABI const. \( r_e \) experiments.

The accumulated impacts on analysis are also calculated on cross-sections to assess the impacts of assimilating BT on the improved dynamics of the bowing MCS and understand the differences in the impact on the rear inflow jet between the Thompson and NSSL experiments. (Figs. 6,7). The increases in relative humidity in all ABI const. \( r_e \) experiments contribute to the expansion of the trailing stratiform clouds of the MCS (Fig. 6a). The enhanced front-to-rear outflow induces the rear inflow jet through vorticity augmentation (Fig. 6b), as proposed in the studies by Lafore and Moncreiff (1989) and Weisman (1992). The Thompson ABI const. \( r_e \) experiment exhibits more substantial negative impact on potential temperature below 4 km due to stronger latent cooling inherent in the Thompson scheme compared to the NSSL ABI const. \( r_e \) experiment. Hence, the more notable impact on the rear inflow jet shown in the Thompson ABI const. \( r_e \) experiment can be attributed to the corresponding impact on potential temperatures, aligning with the impact of the latent cooling on the rear inflow jet (Fovell and Ogura 1988; Szeto and Cho 1994; Adams-Selin et al. 2013a).
In summary, BT assimilation primarily corrects the trailing stratiform region due to the greater sensitivity of ABI BT observations to smaller hydrometeor particles, which radar may not detect. The experiments using microphysics schemes with fast fall velocity assumptions and strong latent cooling show large impact on the rear inflow jet and a wide bow echo in the analyzed reflectivity when assimilating ABI BT.

3.3 Impact of microphysics-dependent effective radius during DA cycling

The impact of microphysics-dependent effective radius on assimilating infrared BT for the bow echo event is investigated during ABI DA cycling by substituting the constant default effective radius. For the same first-guess at 1510 UTC, the differences in prior BT between the ABI MP dep. $r_e$ and ABI const. $r_e$ experiments are less than 1 K over the leading convection of the MCS for all microphysics schemes (Fig. 7a). Over the trailing stratiform region, both the Thompson and NSSL experiments demonstrate small differences of less than 1 K in prior BTs, similar to their respective leading convection. However, in the Morrison and WDM6 experiments, there are large differences greater than 1 K in prior BTs over the trailing stratiform region. The increases in prior BTs of the WDM6 ABI MP dep. $r_e$ and Morrison ABI MP dep. $r_e$ experiments result in more significant BT innovations and subsequent accumulated impacts at the final ABI cycle in the rear inflow jet (Fig. 7b), relative humidity (Fig. 7c), and potential temperature (Fig. 7d) compared to the respective ABI const. $r_e$ experiment. The larger magnitudes of BT innovations in the Morrison ABI MP dep. $r_e$ than the WDM6 ABI MP dep. $r_e$ leads to greater degrees of impacts on the rear inflow jet, relative humidity, and potential temperature.
To illustrate the differences in prior BTs, vertical profiles of microphysical and optical properties are extracted from the first-guess at the leading convection and trailing stratiform clouds of the MCS. Over the leading convection, all experiments with the four microphysics schemes show a significant amount of hydrometeor mixing ratio, mainly due to optically thick snow particles (Fig. 8). The high optical thicknesses attenuate most radiances for both microphysics-dependent effective radius and constant default value, resulting in small differences in transmittance and subsequent BT weighting function. Therefore, the utilization of microphysics-dependent effective radius does not significantly impact the simulation of prior BTs over the leading convection of the MCS, regardless of the chosen microphysics schemes.

Over the trailing stratiform clouds, the Thompson and NSSL experiments exhibit high mixing ratios of optically thick snow, resulting in significant optical thickness regardless of the employed effective radius. (Figs. 9a,b). Hence, the BT weighting function and prior BTs are not sensitive to the variations in the effective radius for any hydrometeor type in this experiment. However, the WDM6 and Morrison experiments predominantly generate mixing ratios of optically thin ice instead of optically thick snow over the trailing stratiform clouds, leading to lower optical thicknesses compared to the respective leading convection. (Figs. 9c,d). Under low optical thickness conditions, using a microphysics-dependent effective radius larger than the constant default value for ice reduces the total optical thickness, leading to higher transmittance and lower heights of the BT weighting function. The decreased heights of the BT weighting function over the trailing stratiform clouds result in a higher prior BT for the WDM6 and Morrison experiments. In the Morrison experiments, the greater increase in the microphysics-dependent effective radius for ice leads to larger increases in prior BT compared to the WDM6 experiment.
In summary, the utilization of the microphysics-dependent effective radius has a significant impact primarily in the trailing stratiform region of the WDM6 and Morrison experiments. When optically thin ice is prevalent, using a microphysics-dependent effective radius larger than the constant default value for ice leads to higher prior BT and subsequent accumulated impact on the rear inflow jet during BT assimilation.

3.4 Reflectivity forecast and verification

The differences in 2 km AGL reflectivity forecasts of the bowing MCS size and shape are compared to the MRMS observations to understand the impact of microphysics schemes on the assimilation of ABI BT (Fig. 10a). The simulated bow echo in the Thompson Baseline experiment is smaller and persists for a shorter period compared to the observations (Fig. 10b). The Thompson ABI const. \( r_e \) experiment generates a wider bow echo compared to the Thompson Baseline and also forecasts a rear inflow notch pattern on the northern leading convection between 2000 and 2100 UTC. The Thompson ABI MP dep. \( r_e \) experiment exhibits qualitatively comparable reflectivity forecasts to the Thompson ABI const. \( r_e \), as the substitution of the constant default effective radius does not significantly affect the simulation of the prior BT in this case.

The NSSL Baseline experiment exhibits a smaller bow echo size and a delayed bowing process from 2000 to 2100 UTC, compared to the observed and Thompson Baseline, in accordance with the NSSL scheme's weaker latent cooling when compared to the Thompson scheme (Fig. 10c). The NSSL ABI const. \( r_e \) experiment generates an enlarged bow echo size, accompanied by an earlier bowing process at 1900 UTC, in contrast to the NSSL Baseline. The NSSL ABI MP dep. \( r_e \) experiment shows qualitatively comparable reflectivity forecasts to the NSSL ABI const. \( r_e \), as
the utilization of the microphysics-dependent effective radius does not have a significant impact on simulating the prior BT for the NSSL scheme.

The WDM6 Baseline experiment exhibits an earlier bowing process compared to other microphysics schemes, but the simulated bow echo moves faster than observed, in agreement with the significant latent cooling inherent in the WDM6 scheme (Fig. 11a). The WDM6 ABI const. $r_e$ experiment demonstrates an enhanced bow shape and size compared to the WDM6 Baseline, but the simulated bow echo dissipates earlier than the observed after 2100 UTC. The WDM6 ABI MP dep. $r_e$ experiment exhibits a slightly earlier dissipation of the bow echo over the southern leading convection compared to the WDM6 ABI const. $r_e$.

The Morrison Baseline experiment produces the smallest bow echo among all the baselines, consistent with the weak latent cooling in the scheme (Fig. 11b). The Morrison ABI const. $r_e$ experiment enhances the size of the bow echo compared to the Morrison Baseline. The Morrison ABI MP dep. $r_e$ experiment exhibits an earlier bow echo at 2000 UTC compared to the Morrison ABI const. $r_e$, and the experiment also forecasts the observed rear inflow notch pattern on the northern leading convection.

The above subjective evaluation of reflectivity forecasts is consistent with the objective verification of differences in baseline forecasts using FSS (Fig. 12a). Among all the Baseline experiments, WDM6 Baseline outperforms other Baseline experiments until 1900 UTC. However, after 2000 UTC, the FSSs of the WDM6 Baseline decline. These FSSs of the WDM6 Baseline correspond to the subjectively bow shape and size until 1900 UTC but too fast propagation of the MCS after 2000 UTC. Until 1900 UTC, the Morrison Baseline demonstrates the lowest performance, attributable to the smallest bow echo size between 1800 and 2000 UTC. The
Thompson Baseline outperforms the NSSL Baseline, corresponding to the earlier bowing process in the Thompson Baseline.

The impacts on skill resulting from assimilating ABI BT with constant or MP dep. \( r_e \) experiments are more clearly demonstrated through the relative improvements in FSS over their corresponding baselines (Fig. 12b,c). In almost every forecast hour, both the ABI const. \( r_e \) and ABI MP dep. \( r_e \) experiments consistently outperform their corresponding baseline experiments, consistent with the enhanced bow echo size achieved through the assimilation of ABI infrared BT. Among all ABI const. \( r_e \) experiments, the Morrison ABI const. \( r_e \) shows the most substantial improvement in FSS over the respective baseline until 1900 UTC, in accordance with the improved bow echo size. The NSSL ABI const. \( r_e \) experiment also demonstrates substantial improvement in FSS until 1900 UTC, in agreement with the improved timing of the bowing process. The WDM6 ABI const. \( r_e \) experiment demonstrates improved FSS over the WDM6 Baseline and exhibits the highest FSS at 1900 UTC (Fig. 12a), aligning with its notable bow shape and the widest bow echo size observed at 1900 UTC. After 2100 UTC, the WDM6 ABI const. \( r_e \) experiments experience a significant decrease in the relative improvement in FSSs, consistent with the earlier dissipation of the bow echo. The Thompson ABI MP dep. \( r_e \) experiment surpasses the Thompson Baseline and achieves the highest FSS at 2100 among all ABI const. \( r_e \) experiments, in accordance with its accurate forecasts of the rear inflow notch pattern.

The WDM6 ABI MP dep. \( r_e \) experiment exhibits poorer performance compared to the WDM6 ABI const. \( r_e \) experiment, in agreement with the slight earlier dissipation of the bow echo. The Morrison ABI MP dep. \( r_e \) experiment shows additional improvement in FSS compared to the Morrison ABI const. \( r_e \) experiment, resulting in the highest FSS at 2000 UTC among all experiments, consistent with the refinement in the timing of the bowing process.
3.5 Surface wind forecast and verification

The impact of assimilating ABI BT on the reflectivity structures of the simulated bow echo, as depicted above, corresponds to differences in the prediction of severe surface wind. The simulated maximum wind speeds are validated against SPC wind reports between 1800 and 0000 UTC. The severe wind speeds exceeding 25 m s\(^{-1}\) were reported by SPC along the propagation of the bowing MCS (Fig. 13a). The most intense severe winds were observed in the northern swath, likely influenced by the MCV.

All baseline experiments employing four microphysics schemes generate a narrower swath of severe winds compared to the SPC reports, primarily due to the smaller size of the simulated bowing MCS (Fig. 13b). However, all ABI const. \(r_e\) experiments exhibit an enlarged area of severe winds due to the wider simulated bow echo, compared to their respective baseline experiments.

The ABI const. \(r_e\) experiments with a large bow echo size display a wide area of severe winds throughout the forecast. Hence, the order of severe wind areas corresponds to the WDM6, Thompson, NSSL, and Morrison ABI const. \(r_e\) experiments. Moreover, the Thompson ABI const. \(r_e\) exhibits wind speed peaks over the northern swath of severe winds, potentially related to the influence of the MCV.

Replacing the constant default effective radius leads to additional changes in wind swaths for the ABI MP dep. \(r_e\) experiments using the WDM6 and Morrison schemes. Compared to the WDM6 ABI const. \(r_e\), the WDM6 ABI MP dep. \(r_e\) exhibits a wider area of severe winds from 1800 to 2100 UTC due to the larger bow echo size, but narrower swaths from 2200 to 0000 UTC due to the earlier dissipation of the MCS. The Morrison ABI MP dep. \(r_e\) shows a wider swath of
severe winds from 1800 to 2000 UTC due to its earlier bowing process compared to the Morrison ABI const. $r_e$. The Morrison ABI MP dep. $r_e$ further predicts wind speed peaks over the northern swath associated with the MCV.

3.6 Evaluation of forecast rear inflow jet structure

The rear inflow jet plays a crucial role in the evolution of the bowing MCS and the generation of severe surface winds (Fujita 1978; Smull and Houze 1985 and 1987; Przybylinski 1995). Here, to understand the forecast differences in the rear inflow jet when assimilating ABI BT, the simulated storm-relative radial velocity is compared to WSR 88-D observations, following the studies by Atkins et al. (2004), Grim et al. (2009a), and Xu et al. (2015). The storm-relative radial velocity is obtained by subtracting the estimated storm motion, derived from MCS propagation in the MRMS reflectivity data, from the simulated radial velocity. The radial velocity is simulated based on the three-dimensional winds and hydrometeor fall velocity in the forecast.

The reflectivity field shows the observed bow echo characterized by the rear inflow notch pattern (Fig. 14a). The negative storm-relative radial velocity observed in the trailing stratiform region indicates the area and strength of the rear inflow jet (Fig. 14b). Additionally, the sharp storm-relative radial velocity gradient, aligned with the rear inflow notch pattern, indicates a cyclonic rotation associated with the MCV. The baseline experiments employing four microphysics schemes show smaller rear inflow jet areas compared to the observed values, resulting in narrower bow echo sizes and swaths of severe winds (Fig. 14c).

As ABI BT is assimilated, the ABI const. $r_e$ experiments simulate an enlarged area of the rear inflow jet, resulting in wider bow echoes and larger areas of severe winds compared to their
respective baselines. The widest rear inflow jet in the WDM6 ABI const. $r_e$ results in the widest bow echo size and the corresponding swath of severe winds. The smallest rear inflow jet in the Morrison ABI const. $r_e$ leads to the smallest bow echo size and the corresponding swath of severe winds.

By incorporating microphysics-dependent effective radius, the WDM6 ABI MP dep. $r_e$ and Morrison ABI MP dep. $r_e$ experiments enhance the intensity of the rear inflow jet. The Morrison ABI MP dep. $r_e$ experiment further increases the rotations of the MCV, resulting in improved maximum wind speeds.

Vertical cross-sections taken at 2000 and 2100 UTC further demonstrate the distinct effect of intensified rear inflow jets on the bowing MCS forecast in the WDM6 and Morrison ABI experiments (Fig. 15). The rear inflow jet in the WDM6 ABI const. $r_e$ experiment does not exceed the leading convection at 2000 UTC, leading to the continuous initiation of new convective cells at 2100 UTC (Fig. 14a). The stronger rear inflow jet in the WDM6 ABI MP dep. $r_e$ experiment compared to the WDM6 ABI const. $r_e$ surpasses the leading convection at 2000 UTC, preventing the formation of new convection at 2100 UTC (Fig. 15b). Hence, the premature dissipation of the leading convection in the WDM6 ABI MP dep. $r_e$ experiment can be attributed to the overestimated intensity of the rear inflow jet and cold pool. This overestimation is likely disrupting the balance between the low-level shear in the environment and the baroclinic shear at the edge of the cold pool, preventing maintenance of the MCS (Rotunno et al. 1988).

The Morrison ABI const. $r_e$ experiment exhibits a weak rear inflow jet in the middle level at 2000 UTC, possibly due to inadequate impact on potential temperature related to latent cooling (Fig. 15c). At 2100 UTC, the rear inflow jet in the middle level disrupts the mid-tropospheric
updraft within the leading convection. The Morrison ABI MP dep. $r_e$ experiment exhibits a stronger rear inflow jet at a lower level than the Morrison ABI const. $r_e$, suggesting improvements in potential temperature related to latent cooling (Fig. 15d). Hence, the intensified low-level rear inflow jet at 2000 UTC sustains the leading convection's updraft at 2100 UTC.
Chapter 4

Conclusions

This study examines the impact of various microphysics parameterization schemes, and the consistency between their hydrometeor effective radii and that of the ABI observation operator, on the assimilation of GOES-16 ABI all-sky infrared BT for a typical bow echo case. In particular, their effects on the analysis and prediction of the bowing MCS reflectivity forecasts are comprehensively evaluated in order to assess the impacts of assimilating all-sky infrared BT on the internal dynamics of the bow echo.

As a first step to understand the impact of assimilating BT on the bowing MCS dynamics, this study shows that the correlation structures between BTs and model state variables are consistent with the role of vorticity augmentations and latent cooling (Fig. 16). Therefore, the assimilation of infrared BT can correct bowing MCS dynamics by updating the front-to-rear outflow, latent cooling, and rear inflow jet, even though infrared BT is mostly sensitive to hydrometeors near the cloud top.

In the DA experiments, this study tests four microphysics parameterization schemes: Thompson, NSSL, WDM6, and Morrison schemes. As the initial set of experiments, baseline experiments are performed for each microphysics scheme, assimilating conventional observations and radar reflectivity while excluding the assimilation of infrared BT. All baseline experiments result in a narrower simulated area of the rear inflow jet, leading to a reduced size of the bow echo and a corresponding narrower swath of surface severe winds compared to experiments with ABI assimilated. The baseline experiment utilizing strong latent cooling (e.g., WDM6 and Thompson)
demonstrates an earlier development of the bowing process compared to the baseline experiment with weaker latent cooling (e.g., NSSL and Morrison).

For each baseline experiment, a corresponding experiment (ABI const. $r_e$) is performed by assimilating ABI infrared BT using a constant default effective radius for each hydrometeor type defined in the current GSI system. The purpose of these experiments is to investigate the impact of varying fall velocity assumptions and latent cooling, inherent in microphysics schemes, on the analysis increments associated with the dynamics of the bowing MCS. During DA cycling, the assimilation of BT primarily corrects the trailing stratiform region due to the greater sensitivity of ABI BT observations to smaller hydrometeor particles, which radar may not detect. Specifically, the experiments employing microphysics schemes with fast fall velocity assumptions (e.g., WDM6) and strong latent cooling (e.g., WDM6 and Thompson) result in more substantial accumulated impacts on the rear inflow jet, compared to schemes with slow fall velocity (e.g., Morrison) and weak latent cooling (e.g., NSSL and Morrison). Increasing the degree of impact on the rear inflow jet leads to a wider bow echo in the final analysis when assimilating BT. Consequently, the sizes of the analyzed bow echo follow the order of WDM6, Thompson, NSSL, and Morrison ABI const. $r_e$ experiments. The wider bow echo size analyzed in each ABI const. $r_e$ experiment persists throughout the forecast, leading to improved timing of the bowing process and a wider area of severe surface winds compared to their respective baselines.

An additional set of experiments (ABI MP dep. $r_e$) is conducted, using the same DA design as ABI const. $r_e$, but with microphysics-dependent effective radius calculated based on each microphysics scheme. The experiments aim to explore the impact of varying effective radius across microphysics schemes on prior BTs, BT innovations, and analysis increments associated with the dynamics of the bowing MCS. The utilization of the microphysics-dependent effective
radius has a significant impact primarily in the trailing stratiform region of the WDM6 and Morrison experiments due to prevalent optically thin ice particles than optically thick snow. Under low optical thickness conditions, using a microphysics-dependent effective radius larger than the constant default value for ice leads to higher prior BT and subsequent impact on the rear inflow jet during BT assimilation. During DA cycling, the significant impacts in the Morrison ABI MP dep. \( r_e \) experiment intensify the downward motion of the rear inflow jet, leading to improved timing of the bowing process and an enhanced forecast of MCV and corresponding severe surface winds. However, in the WDM6 MP dep. \( r_e \) experiment, the overestimation of the rear inflow jet intensity leads to the premature dissipation of the bowing MCS due to a possible shear imbalance between the environment and the cold pool (Rotunno et al. 1988). The overestimation of the rear inflow jet may be attributed to the strong latent cooling and fast ice fall velocity in the WDM6 scheme.

This study is the first to examine the influence of microphysics schemes on the assimilation of infrared BT and to enhance the consistency between microphysics schemes and the radiative transfer model by incorporating hydrometeor effective radius in the DA process. Further investigations should be conducted to assess the impact of these findings on additional severe weather events. This study highlights the importance of optimizing microphysics schemes to accurately simulate cloudy BT consistent with satellite observations. While bias correction of all-sky infrared radiances has shown improvement in convective scale DA (Otkin et al. 2018; Otkin and Pothast 2019; Johnson et al. 2022; Chandramouli et al. 2022), the optimal bias correction method remains an open question and may vary across different microphysics schemes. In this study, bias correction is not employed initially to gain a better understanding of the inherent biases in the microphysics-based prior BT. Future research should investigate how these findings interact
with bias correction methods suitable for each specific microphysics scheme. Future studies should focus on improving the consistency between microphysics schemes and radiative transfer models in infrared regimes, including particle size distribution, mass-diameter relation, non-spherical shape, and preferred orientation. Such consistency can be achieved by developing new look-up tables, similar to previous studies that focused on microwave channels (Sieron et al. 2017; Sieron et al. 2018; Moradi et al. 2022; Ren et al. 2023). To efficiently update various scales, it is recommended to consider the utilization of the multiscale data assimilation (MDA) method, as suggested in previous studies (Wang et al. 2020; Huang et al. 2020; Wang and Wang 2023). Future research in this field is anticipated to provide valuable insights into the assimilation of all-sky BT using multi-physics ensemble DA or stochastic physics parameterization.
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Table 1. WRF model configurations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Resolution</th>
<th>3-km / 51 vertical layers up to 50 hPa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time interval</td>
<td></td>
<td>20 secs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microphysics</td>
<td>Thompson\textsuperscript{a} / NSSL\textsuperscript{b} / WDM6\textsuperscript{c} / Morrison\textsuperscript{d}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulus</td>
<td></td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiation</td>
<td></td>
<td>RRTMG\textsuperscript{e}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBL</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mellor–Yamada–Nakanishi–Niino\textsuperscript{f}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface / Land</td>
<td></td>
<td>Noah land surface model\textsuperscript{g}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a} Thompson et al. (2008)
\textsuperscript{b} Mansell et al. (2010)
\textsuperscript{c} Lim and Hong (2010)
\textsuperscript{d} Morrison et al. (2009)
\textsuperscript{e} Mlawer et al. (1997)
\textsuperscript{f} Nakanishi and Niino (2009)
\textsuperscript{g} Niu et al. (2011)
Table 2. Prior brightness temperature and latent cooling characteristics for microphysics parameterization schemes compared to the Thompson scheme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Thompson</th>
<th>NSSL</th>
<th>WDM6</th>
<th>Morrison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prior brightness</td>
<td></td>
<td>comparable(^a)</td>
<td>higher(^b)</td>
<td>lower(^b,c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temperature</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latent cooling</td>
<td></td>
<td>weaker(^d)</td>
<td>stronger(^e)</td>
<td>weaker(^e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>within stratiform</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cloud</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Jones et al. (2018)
\(^b\) Van Weverberg et al. (2013)
\(^c\) Feng et al. (2018)
\(^d\) Wheatley et al. (2014)
\(^e\) Adams-Selin et al. (2013b)

Table 3. Experiment design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>No assimilation of BT</td>
<td>capability of each microphysics scheme in simulating the bowing process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABI const. (r_e)</td>
<td>ABI all-sky infrared BT assimilation using constant default effective radius</td>
<td>impact of hydrometeor fall velocity and latent cooling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABI MP dep. (r_e)</td>
<td>ABI all-sky infrared BT assimilation using microphysics-dependent effective radius</td>
<td>impact of hydrometeor effective radius</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1. GOES-16 ABI channel 10 brightness temperature (K, shaded), MRMS radar reflectivity 2-km AGL (dBZ, red filled lines), and SPC storm reports (tornadoes: red dots, hail: green dots, and wind: blue dots) for -2 – 0 hours from 1100 UTC to 2300 UTC 3 May 2020.
Fig. 2. WRF model domain (whole area), terrain height (shaded, m) and domain of interest (red box) where the GOES-16 ABI level 1 radiance observations are thinned from their original 2km resolution to a 6 km resolution. Outside the region of interest, the BTs are thinned to a 12 km resolution.
Fig. 3. Data assimilation cycles and microphysics parameterization schemes used in each cycle.
Fig. 4. Bowing MCS dynamics shown in a) cross-section of relative humidity (%, shaded), equivalent potential temperature (K, purple lines), reflectivity (dBZ, red lines), and wind along storm motion (vectors) in ensemble analysis mean at 1700 UTC and correlation structures between infrared brightness temperature and model state variables including water vapor mixing ratio ($q_v$), potential temperature ($\theta$), horizontal wind along the storm motion ($u$), and vertical wind ($w$) within b) leading convection and c) trailing stratiform.
Fig. 5. GOES-16 ABI channel 10 brightness temperature (K) at a) 1510 UTC and b) 1800 UTC. c) prior brightness temperature (K) at 1510 UTC. d) brightness temperature innovation (observation minus first-guess, K) at 1510 UTC. Horizontal wind differences (m s\(^{-1}\)) between ABI constant default effective radius and baseline experiment (ABI const. \(r_e\) minus Baseline) along storm motion at e) 200 hPa and f) 850 hPa.
Fig. 6. Cross-sections of analysis differences between ABI constant effective radius and baseline experiments (ABI const. $r_e$ minus Baseline) along storm motion in a) relative humidity ($RH$, $\%$), b) horizontal vorticity ($\eta$, $10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$), and c) potential temperature ($\theta$, K), overlaid with analyzed reflectivity (purple lines, dBZ) and wind difference (vector).
Fig. 7. Horizontal difference between ABI MP dep. $r_e$ and ABI const. $r_e$ experiments in a) prior brightness temperature (K) at 1510 UTC, b) 850 hPa wind (m s$^{-1}$) at 1800 UTC. Vertical difference between ABI MP $r_e$ and ABI const. $r_e$ experiments along cross-section in c) relative humidity ($RH$, %), and d) potential temperature ($\theta$, K).
Fig. 8. Vertical profiles of hydrometeor mixing ratio (g kg$^{-1}$), effective radius ($\mu$m), optical thickness, transmittance, and normalized weighting function for a) Thompson, b) NSSL, c) WDM6, and d) Morrison schemes at the leading convection (95.018°S 37.400°N, red circle in Fig. 7a). As the effective radius in look-up table ranges from 2 $\mu$m to 100 $\mu$m, the constant default effective radius for snow is considered as 100 $\mu$m.
Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 8 but at the trailing stratiform cloud (94.530°S 36.369°N, blue circle in Fig. 7a).
Fig. 10. a) MRMS radar reflectivity (dBZ) at 2 km AGL. Baseline, ABI const. $r_e$, and ABI MP dep. $r_e$ experiments using b) Thompson and c) NSSL microphysics schemes.
a) WDM6 experiments

b) Morrison experiments

Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 10b and 10c, but experiments using a) WDM6 and b) Morrison microphysics schemes.
Fig. 12. Reflectivity verification using a) fractions skill score and b) relative improvement in fractions skill score.
Fig. 13. Verification of surface severe winds (m s$^{-1}$). a) SPC wind reports and b) simulated maximum wind speeds at 10 m for 1800 – 0000 UTC.
Fig. 14. KPHX radar observations at 2030 UTC of a) reflectivity (dBZ) and b) storm-relative radial velocity (m s\(^{-1}\)). c) simulated storm-relative radial velocity (m s\(^{-1}\)) of each experiment on the PPI plane at the elevation angle of 0.48 with radar site marked with magenta cycle.
Fig. 15. Vertical cross-sections of relative humidity (%, shaded), reflectivity (dBZ, red solid lines), equivalent potential temperature (K, purple solid lines), and cloud top height (blue dashed line) along the red lines in Fig. 14b,c at the 2000 (left) and 2100 UTC (right) forecasts. The boundaries of rear inflow jet (red dashed line) and leading convection (yellow dashed line) are overlaid.
Fig. 16. Conceptual diagram of assimilating GOES-16 ABI infrared brightness temperatures with different microphysics parameterization schemes for a bow echo case.